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Understanding which species and ecosystems will be most severely 
affected by warming as climate change advances is important for 
guiding conservation and management. Both marine and terrestrial 
fauna have been affected by warming1,2 but an explicit comparison 
of physiological sensitivity between the marine and terrestrial 
realms has been lacking. Assessing how close populations live to 
their upper thermal limits has been challenging, in part because 
extreme temperatures frequently drive demographic responses3,4 
and yet fauna can use local thermal refugia to avoid extremes5–7. 
Here we show that marine ectotherms experience hourly body 
temperatures that are closer to their upper thermal limits than do 
terrestrial ectotherms across all latitudes—but that this is the case 
only if terrestrial species can access thermal refugia. Although not a 
direct prediction of population decline, this thermal safety margin 
provides an index of the physiological stress caused by warming. On 
land, the smallest thermal safety margins were found for species at 
mid-latitudes where the hottest hourly body temperatures occurred; 
by contrast, the marine species with the smallest thermal safety 
margins were found near the equator. We also found that local 
extirpations related to warming have been twice as common in 
the ocean as on land, which is consistent with the smaller thermal 
safety margins at sea. Our results suggest that different processes 
will exacerbate thermal vulnerability across these two realms. 
Higher sensitivities to warming and faster rates of colonization in 
the marine realm suggest that extirpations will be more frequent and 
species turnover faster in the ocean. By contrast, terrestrial species 
appear to be more vulnerable to loss of access to thermal refugia, 
which would make habitat fragmentation and changes in land use 
critical drivers of species loss on land.

The loss of species and populations driven by a warming climate8 
is of substantial concern, because it can deplete genetic diversity, have 
cascading effects on other species and alter ecosystem functioning and 
services9,10. Ancient extinctions were often concentrated at particular 
latitudes and in particular ecosystems during periods of rapid climate 
change11,12. However, there has been substantial debate over where it is 
that the effects of contemporary climate change will be most severe13,14. 
Depending on the realm analysed, authors have highlighted tropical 
terrestrial14–16 or tropical marine17 species as the most vulnerable to 
a changing climate, but latitudinal patterns of extreme temperatures 
(Fig. 1a) call into question the focus on tropical sensitivity for the 
terrestrial realm13. Assessing relative vulnerability between marine 
and terrestrial realms has been more difficult because realm-specific 
analyses have used climate sensitivity measures that cannot be easily 
compared among studies. The correspondence between thermal limits 
and geographical range boundaries18, and the potential for low oxygen 
availability to limit thermal tolerance19,20, suggests that marine spe-
cies may be the most sensitive to temperature increases. Conversely, 
the lower acclimatization abilities21,22 of terrestrial species and higher 
thermal extremes on land (Fig. 1a) instead suggest that terrestrial spe-
cies may be more sensitive to warming. Here we compare sensitivity 

to warming across realms and latitudes to better guide conservation 
efforts.

Because proximity to acute upper thermal limits is often correlated 
with population-level responses to temperature23,24, the difference 
between the upper thermal limit of a species and the hottest tempera-
ture that it experiences provides an index of the tolerance of this species 
for further warming5,15,25. However, the temporal and spatial scales are 
important: short-duration extreme hot temperatures often drive the 
strongest responses3,4,13, and small spatial refugia can allow animals to 
escape such extremes5–7. Here we calculate the thermal safety margin 
(TSM) as the difference between the acute upper thermal limit of a 
species and the extreme hot hourly body temperature of the species in 
the coolest microhabitat that is available (Methods). The TSM measures 
the relative proximity of an organism’s range of experienced temper-
atures to its heat-tolerance limits. Although not a direct estimate of a 
population response to warming (which would require knowledge of 
reproduction and survival as a function of sub-lethal temperatures), 
TSMs provide a metric for comparing warming tolerance across a wide 
range of species.

To compare TSMs across realms, we first compiled upper thermal 
limits (Tmax) for 406 ectothermic species (318 terrestrial and 88 marine) 
from 15 classes of animal (Extended Data Table 1), and calculated 
an adjusted Tmax (Tmax′) that takes into account acclimatization21 to 
seasonal extremes (Extended Data Fig. 1, Methods). We focused on 
entirely terrestrial species and entirely subtidal marine species—that 
is, we did not include intertidal species. The highest thermal limits (in 
terms of Tmax′) in marine species occurred near the equator (Fig. 2b), 
whereas terrestrial species had two moderate peaks in thermal toler-
ances at 11° S (95% confidence interval of 8–14° S) and 27° N (95% 
confidence interval of 23–29° N) (Fig. 2a, Extended Data Fig. 2), after 
accounting for realm, experimental methods and taxonomy (gener-
alized additive mixed model (GAMM), n = 406 species) (Extended 
Data Table 2, Methods).

We then estimated body temperatures (Tb) reached by ectotherms 
during the hottest hours of the year. Because microhabitats strongly 
influence body temperatures, we estimated extreme Tb both in full sun 
(Tb, exposed) and in thermal refugia (Tb, protected) to characterize condi-
tions under a range of behavioural thermoregulatory options (Extended 
Data Table 3, Methods). Terrestrial extreme Tb, protected values in shaded 
microclimates were hottest around 18° S (95% confidence interval 
10–25° S) and 25° N (95% confidence interval 21–28° N) (Fig. 2a, 
Extended Data Fig. 2)—near locations in which long summer days 
create the warmest temperatures (Fig. 1a)—and were lower than Tmax′ 
across latitudes, after accounting for phylogenetic histories (GAMM, 
n = 387 species) (Extended Data Table 2). However, extreme values of 
Tb, exposed for terrestrial species in full sun were frequently hotter than 
their thermal tolerances (Fig. 2a), which suggests that most terrestrial 
ectotherms must use thermal refugia to avoid harmful thermal stress5. 
Extreme Tb values in marine species peaked in the tropics, and were 
lower than—but roughly parallel to—Tmax′ across latitudes (Fig. 2b), 
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which suggests that there are links between temperature extremes and 
the evolution of thermal tolerance25.

We assessed sensitivity to warming by calculating the TSM as the 
distance between Tmax′ and the extreme Tb, protected for each species 
(Methods). Accessible thermal refugia that offer cooler conditions 
are important for preventing local extirpations6,7; these include  
refugia such as shaded habitats on land or deeper waters in the ocean, 
for species that are mobile enough to access these microclimates 
(Methods). On land, the thermal safety margins were narrowest at 
30° S (95% confidence interval 16–38° S) and 22° N (95% confidence 
interval 13–27° N), and wider towards the poles (Fig. 2c, Extended Data 
Fig. 2). Marine TSMs were narrowest around the equator (0° N, 95% 
confidence interval 19° S to 18° N), and widened towards both poles 

(Fig. 2c). On average, marine species had TSMs that were only 80% as 
wide as those of terrestrial species, after accounting for potential effects 
of latitude, taxonomic group and experimental methods (12.3 ± 0.9 °C 
in the ocean and 15.4 ± 1.3 °C on land; GAMM, t = 2.37 with 375.7 
degrees of freedom, two-tailed P = 0.018, n = 387 species) (Fig. 2c, 
Extended Data Table 2). Moreover, average TSMs for tropical marine 
species were at least 3 °C narrower than at any latitude on land.

We then used the projected warming, by the end of the twenty-first 
century, of the hottest hour (Fig. 1b, Extended Data Fig. 3a) to estimate 
the ‘remaining’ safety margins for animals that stay in place (Methods). 
The narrowest safety margins in either realm were projected for tropical 
marine species (Fig. 2c), even after accounting for the greater acclima-
tization abilities of marine species (Extended Data Fig. 3c, Methods).  
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Fig. 1 | Extreme hot temperatures across latitudes in terrestrial and 
marine environments. Data for terrestrial environments are shown in 
green; data for marine environments are shown in blue. a, The hottest 
hourly air or water-surface temperatures reveal that the warmest extremes 
are at mid-latitudes on land and in the tropics in the ocean. n = 1,454 
(land) or 691,150 (ocean) grid cells. b, Projected warming of the hottest 

hour across latitudes under RCP8.5 and RCP2.6 scenarios, comparing 
the change in temperatures from the 1986–2005 period to the 2081–2100 
period. n = 3,106 (land, both scenarios), 28,925 (ocean RCP2.6), or 28,965 
(ocean RCP8.5) grid cells. In both plots, the line shows the mean and 
shaded areas show the s.d. across grid cells within each latitudinal band. 
Extended Data Fig. 3a shows hottest hours projected for the future.
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Fig. 2 | Greater thermal safety on land if thermal refugia are available. 
a, b, Maximum thermal-tolerance limits (Tmax′, black) on land (a) and 
in the ocean (b) compared to 95th percentile warmest hourly body 
temperatures (Tb) in accessible thermal refugia (orange) or in fully 
exposed microclimates (red). n = 299 (Tb on land), 318 (Tmax′ on land) 
or 88 (Tb and Tmax′ in the ocean) species. c, TSMs in thermal refugia 
for marine and terrestrial species for current and future conditions 
(2081–2100 under RCP8.5). n = 299 (land) or 88 (ocean) species. The dots 

are individual ectotherm populations and the shaded ribbons show ± 1 
s.e. from GAMM fits (a–c). Extended Data Fig. 1 shows acclimatization 
adjustments; Extended Data Fig. 2 shows the uncertainty in peak locations; 
Extended Data Fig. 3 shows future TSMs under other emission scenarios 
or with future acclimatization; Extended Data Fig. 4 shows alternative 
TSM calculations; and Extended Data Table 2 provides results of statistical 
modelling.
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On land, the narrowest margins were projected for mid-latitudes 
(Fig. 2c), which is consistent with pronounced warming projected for 
these locations (Fig. 1b). In scenarios of low greenhouse gas emissions 
(representative concentration pathway (RCP)2.6), ectotherms glob-
ally would have TSMs that were 50 ± 10% s.e. wider than under a 
high-emission scenario (RCP8.5)(Extended Data Fig. 3b). However, 
the loss on land of accessible shade or of water for evaporative cooling 
would erase the safety margin for most terrestrial species (Extended 
Data Fig. 4d).

Caution is warranted when interpreting TSMs—in part because the 
effects of sub-lethal temperatures often drive mortality and population 
extirpations before thermal safety falls to zero19,26,27 (Extended Data 
Fig. 5), and in part because acclimatization and behavioural adjust-
ments may (for some organisms) help to reduce overheating to a greater 
extent than is suggested by our calculations28. Full thermal performance 
curves and a focus on activity budgets would help to advance the field, 
but are not yet widely available27. Additional thermal-tolerance data for 
equatorial species, a better understanding of behavioural thermoreg-
ulation options in the ocean and increased species-specific data on 
the availability and costs of using various terrestrial microhabitats are 
also needed to further refine our understanding of the vulnerability of 
marine and terrestrial ectotherms to warming27.

However, despite these caveats, many extirpations that are attrib-
utable to warming have already occurred—particularly at the warm 
range edges of species (that is, where species are living nearest the upper 
limit of their thermal tolerance)8. The smaller TSMs for marine species 
suggest that—all else being equal—ongoing warming may already have 
driven more frequent population extirpation in the ocean. We tested 
for this effect in a global dataset of range-edge positions (Extended 
Data Table 4), and found that extirpations at the warm edges of species’ 
ranges were twice as common in the ocean (56%) as on land (27%), 
after accounting for taxonomy, latitude and re-survey duration and 
frequency (GLMM, n = 159 species range edges, z = −2.4, two-tailed 
P = 0.015) (Table 1, Methods). High frequencies of extirpation (55%) 
among marine species with low adult mobility suggested that the move-
ment of individuals alone did not explain high rates of extirpation at sea 
(Methods). The effect size across land and sea for ectothermic animals 
was stronger than—but in the same direction as—that found in a pre-
vious study of local extirpation that included endotherms and plants8. 
Lower rates of extirpation on land could result from greater access to 
thermal refugia, greater thermal safety in refugia, lower climate veloci-
ties or a lesser influence of temperature on range boundaries18. Overall, 
these data suggest that warming temperatures have already driven a 
higher frequency of local extirpations in the ocean.

Increased rates of local extirpation among marine species are likely 
to be highly consequential to ecosystem functioning and to human 
well-being9. However, local extirpations are distinct from global extinc-
tions, which also depend on the abilities of species to colonize new 

territory. Greater dispersal and colonization abilities in the ocean1 
may help some marine species to avoid global extinction, but only if  
habitat is available for colonization. As an example of habitat availability 
potentially driving extinction, the fossil record shows that high-latitude  
marine animals were preferentially driven to extinction during the 
warming and hypoxia of the mass extinction at the end of the Permian 
period12, whereas low-latitude organisms were preferentially driven to 
extinction during the cooling of the Late Ordovician epoch and largely 
replaced by species from higher latitudes11.

Differences in thermal safety and colonization between the ocean 
and land also suggest that there are differences in the ecological effects 
of warming. We can expect greater rates of population-level extirpa-
tion and ecological turnover in the ocean, but equal or lower rates of 
global extinction compared to terrestrial ecosystems if colonization 
successfully offsets population extirpations at sea. By contrast, limited 
dispersal is expected to impede colonization on land and drive range 
contractions for many terrestrial species29. Thermal safety on land is 
possible only with access to thermal refugia, which highlights the inter-
action between warming and ongoing changes in land use5. With lower 
population connectivity and greater microclimate availability than in 
the oceans, responses among freshwater animals may include features 
of both terrestrial and marine species17.

A high sensitivity of ocean fauna to warming is of concern if oceans 
are to continue their substantial role in supporting human well-being, 
nutrition and economies. Strategic investments and policy to promote 
the resilience of ocean ecosystems and to coordinate across national 
boundaries can help to offset these risks—particularly via the mitiga-
tion of greenhouse gas emissions. The palaeobiological record shows 
that climate change can cause serious local and global marine extinc-
tions, but history need not repeat itself if humanity mitigates the effects 
of climate change.

Online content
Any methods, additional references, Nature Research reporting summaries, source 
data, statements of data availability and associated accession codes are available at 
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41586-019-1132-4.
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METhodS
No statistical methods were used to predetermine sample size.
Global environmental temperatures. Extreme heat events are often more impor-
tant for long-term population persistence than annual, seasonal or monthly 
means3,5,30. We therefore examined extreme hourly air and water temperatures. 
For air, we used the warmest extreme daily maximum temperature (TXx) recorded 
in the HadEX2 dataset (https://www.climdex.org/) for 1986–200531. Extreme daily 
maximum temperatures in this dataset are derived from meteorological stations 
across the land areas of the world (excluding Antarctica). We averaged the values 
in this dataset within latitudinal bands for plotting in Fig. 1a.

A global dataset of extreme warm hours is not directly available for the ocean. 
We instead found the warmest daily mean temperatures in NOAA’s Optimum 
Interpolation Sea Surface Temperature (OISST) dataset for 1986–200532. To 
estimate the hottest hour, we then added half of the diurnal temperature range 
as recorded in the HadDTR climatology33. The estimate of diurnal variation in 
the HadDTR dataset is an average across years, and therefore did not allow us to 
account for potential inter-annual variation in diurnal temperature range. Our 
extreme hourly ocean temperatures may, therefore, be underestimates.

We note that our calculations of extreme organismal operative and body 
temperatures examined microclimate variation in extreme temperatures (see 
‘Operative and body temperatures’).
Thermal-tolerance data. To study thermal tolerance, we used integrative measures 
of performance that are anticipated to be more closely related to whole-organism 
and ecological consequences than lower-level measures such as enzyme activity. 
We expanded previously compiled databases of published experimental measure-
ments of upper thermal limits5,18,34 by adding records of heat tolerance limits from 
the literature35–43 that had either not been included in previous analyses owing to 
their focal questions (for example, a focus on cold and heat limits18) or that have 
been published subsequently to the compilation of these earlier databases. The 
data were originally compiled by searching the ISI Web of Science for studies on 
ectothermic animals that estimated upper thermal limits for a species, excluding 
specimens collected from laboratory culture, agriculture, aquaculture, regions 
outside their native range or locations that we could not geo-reference. We only 
focused on terrestrial and subtidal marine organisms (including benthic, demer-
sal and pelagic animals), and we excluded intertidal, anadromous, catadromous, 
amphidromous and freshwater species. The dataset excluded measurements from 
early life stages (eggs, larvae, gametes and so on) and focused on measurements 
from adult organisms, which helped to avoid effects from potential differences in 
thermal tolerance across life stages. Future work will be needed to resolve whether 
and how the patterns that we report vary for early life stages. The dataset included 
pre-experimental acclimatization or collection temperatures from each study, as 
well as latitude, longitude and altitude.

For upper thermal limits (Tmax), the dataset compiled information on the critical 
maximum temperature or the lethal temperature. Critical maximum temperature 
is the ramping temperature at which motor function is lost44. Lethal temperature 
is a fixed temperature at which a given percentage (usually 50%) of individuals 
survives a given duration of exposure (usually 24 h). Both measures are relatively 
short-term (minutes to hours) temperature-tolerance metrics that are relevant for 
exposure to acute high-temperature events; we therefore included both metrics 
(critical and lethal), but accounted for potential differences between them as a 
factor in statistical models. We assumed that differences in ramping rates and 
durations of exposure—which can affect final Tmax estimates—were not biased 
with regards to latitude and realm. Methodological approaches and definitions 
of critical motor function (for the critical maximum temperature) tend to vary 
among taxonomic groups (for example, righting responses of reptiles, maintenance 
of vertical body position in fish and ability to hold onto a wall in insects). To help 
to account for this, we included taxonomic classification as a random effect in our 
analytical models, which simultaneously accounted for taxonomic relatedness and 
helped to address potentially different methodological approaches among major 
taxonomic groups.

The final thermal-tolerance dataset included 88 marine species (n = 47 fish, 
22 molluscs, 11 crustaceans and 8 other invertebrates) and 318 terrestrial spe-
cies (n = 122 reptiles, 91 insects, 89 amphibians and 16 spiders) (Extended Data 
Table 1). The samples were collected from 77° S to 71° N in the ocean, and from 
71° S to 55° N on land. Tmax values are sometimes assumed to be the same across 
the full range of a species45. However, because Tmax can represent the influence of 
local adaptation, we did not extrapolate it here to the full species range45.

The acclimatization temperatures used in each experimental study (Tacc, experimental)  
were sometimes far from the seasonal extreme temperatures (Extended Data 
Fig. 1). However, organisms in the wild can acclimatize to local conditions; this 
often affects their thermal-tolerance limits21. A recent synthesis suggests that  
acclimatization abilities are greater in marine compared to terrestrial ectotherms, 
but do not vary strongly across latitudes21. We therefore accounted for the effects 
of acclimatization on maximum thermal tolerance during seasonal extremes by 

including an adjustment to the reported Tmax values under a simulated ideal accli-
matization regime. We assumed that an appropriate acclimatization temperature 
(Tacc, ideal) would be the average summer temperature at each site (Extended Data 
Fig. 1). We calculated average summer temperatures for 1986–2005 from NOAA’s 
1/4° OISST AVHRR-only v.2 dataset32, and from the University of Delaware’s 
terrestrial air temperature gridded monthly time series v.4.0146. To account for 
potential differences between the elevation of the temperature grid cell (calculated 
at 0.25° spatial resolution using the GMTED2010 dataset47) and the study-reported 
elevation at which an animal had been collected, we adjusted the summer temper-
atures from the University of Delaware’s dataset using a lapse rate of 0.0055 °C m−1.

We then used the mean acclimatization response ratio (ARR), which was  
empirically derived from species-level data in each realm, to adjust each observed 
thermal-tolerance limit (Tmax) to the thermal limit that an organism would be 
likely to have if it was exposed to conditions in the field, rather than to experi-
mental conditions5,17: Tmax′ = Tmax + ARR × (Tacc, ideal − Tacc, experimental). The ARR 
is the degree to which thermal-tolerance limits (Tmax) increase or decrease with 
changes in the acclimatization temperature21. We used mean ARRs for marine 
and terrestrial species from a previous21 synthesis of acclimatization experiments: 
mean ARR was 0.11 for terrestrial species and 0.24 for marine species (estimate 
derived from the previously published21 top model fit to a database of 394 estimates  
of thermal-tolerance plasticity; see table 1a of the study21). This approach toward 
accounting for acclimatization retained variability in the Tmax data, and the  
studies with more-appropriate acclimatization temperatures were changed the 
least. This adjustment factor led to minor changes from Tmax to Tmax′ (a decrease 
of 0.32 ± 0.046 °C (± s.e.) on land, and a decrease of 0.23 ± 0.090 °C (± s.e.) in 
the ocean) (Extended Data Fig. 1). We note that our results were not sensitive 
to whether or not we included the acclimatization adjustment (Extended Data 
Table 2).

However, assuming an average ARR across all marine and across all terres-
trial species may hide variation in acclimatization abilities among species within 
a realm. We therefore conducted a sensitivity test using the previously published21 
species-specific ARRs. For the 69 species in our dataset with species-specific 
ARRs, we found that using species-specific ARRs increased Tmax′ very slightly—by 
0.04 ± 0.07 °C (± s.e.)—compared to using an average ARR. The two values were 
also highly correlated (r2 = 0.998, Extended Data Fig. 1c). We chose to use the aver-
age ARR for the remainder of our analysis so as to maintain a larger sample size.

We used a GAMM to calculate latitudinal gradients of Tmax′ (smoothed inter-
action term between latitude and habitat) while accounting for fixed differences 
among habitats (ocean versus land), a fixed effect of experiment type (critical ver-
sus lethal Tmax measurement) and taxonomic non-independence (phylum, class, 
order, family and genus as nested random effects). We fit the model using the mgcv 
package version 1.8-2448 in R version 3.4.2. Reported P values are two-sided. We 
report r2 calculations from the summary.gam() function in the mgcv package. 
We fit all possible models with subsets of these variables and ranked them with 
Akaike’s information criterion with the finite sample size correction (AICc)49. AICc 
uses information theory to identify well-fitting models that have relatively few 
explanatory variables. We then calculated Akaike weights for each model and the 
relative variable importance for each variable49. The latter is the sum of Akaike 
weights across all models that included a particular variable, and indicates the 
relative weight of evidence in favour of including each variable.

To detect peaks in the GAMM fits, we searched for temperatures at which the 
first derivative of the fitted function switched from positive to negative (or neg-
ative to positive for detecting a valley), and in which the fit was also the highest 
point within ± 4° N (or lowest for detecting a valley). To detect uncertainty in the 
number and location of the peaks, we drew 1,000 multivariate normal samples 
from the posterior-fitted GAMM parameter vector, multiplied these by the linear 
predictors48 and detected peaks in each sampled fit (Extended Data Fig. 2).

These Tmax′ calculations were the first step in TSM calculations. Importantly, 
TSM model results using acclimatization-temperature-corrected Tmax′ values were 
quantitatively similar to those in which raw Tmax values were used or to those in 
which raw Tmax values were used and acclimatization temperature was included 
as a fixed effect (Extended Data Table 2). We show results in the paper using  
acclimatization-temperature-adjusted Tmax′ values because they more fully account 
for factors that are known to be important, and allowed for easier visualization of 
differences in acclimatized Tmax values and TSM.
Operative and body temperatures. Steady-state operative environmental temper-
atures (Te) of ectotherms in different microhabitats can be predicted using physical 
models or manikins50, or calculated with biophysical models51,52. Considering Te 
instead of air temperature is particularly important because the complex inter-
play of radiation, convection, conduction and evaporation can make the surface 
temperature of a terrestrial ectotherm diverge sharply from the surrounding air 
temperature5,52.

For each terrestrial species in our dataset, we used the biophysical modelling 
package NicheMapR53 to estimate Te at each collection location. NicheMapR is a 
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set of microclimate and ectotherm models. The microclimate models use a global 
dataset of monthly climate conditions, topography and location to simulate hourly 
environmental conditions, including solar radiation, infrared radiation, humidity, 
air pressure, surface temperatures, air temperatures and wind speed profiles52. The 
models simulate hourly temperatures from daily averages and data on diurnal 
temperature ranges53. To consider extreme events, we added daily anomalies for 
daily minimum and maximum temperature from 1986–2005, as calculated from 
the nearest Global Historical Climatology Network-Daily meteorological station 
with no more than 20% missing data54,55. We allowed up to 30% missing data for 
locations between 3° S and 3° N because climate records were less consistently 
available in this region. Although meteorological station sites were not immedi-
ately adjacent to organismal sampling sites, assuming similar extreme temperature 
anomalies between the sites was useful because such anomalies are correlated over 
hundreds of kilometres31. The ectotherm models then used the hourly environ-
mental calculations to simulate the operative temperature of ectotherms exposed 
to these conditions by solving coupled energy and mass balance equations. The 
microclimate and ectotherm models have been extensively tested against field 
observations52,53.

We used the ectotherm models to calculate Te for each hour for each species 
in our dataset52. For each collection site (with specified latitude and longitude), 
we simulated the Te values of non-thermoregulating, lizard-shaped objects with 
90% solar absorptivity in open habitats (full sun Te, exposed) or full shade at 2 m  
(Te, protected). We chose these two habitats as one of the harshest (full sun) and as one 
of the most sheltered microclimates (full shade) considered to be broadly available5. 
The full shade microclimate has similar temperatures to 20-cm-deep burrows5. 
In our simulations of extreme operative temperatures in each microclimate, we 
assumed dry skin (for non-amphibians in both environments and for amphibians 
in the exposed environment) or wet skin (for amphibians in shaded or protected 
environments) over 100% of the skin surface area.

Operative temperature (Te) estimates the instantaneous surface temperature 
of an organism, which may be different from core temperatures—particularly for 
large organisms with substantial heat capacity and slow equilibration times. We 
therefore modelled transient core body temperatures (Tb) as a function of body 
size and thermal history following a previous publication56:

= + −τ−T T T Te ( )
t

b2 e2 b1 e2

in which Tb1 and Tb2 are core body temperatures at time points 1 and 2, t is duration 
of time (60 min) at the new operative temperature (Te2), and τ is the mass-dependent  
thermal time constant. We estimated separate heating- and cooling-specific values  
of τ from body mass57. We initialized Tb at time 0 as the mean Te in a given  
microclimate (protected or exposed) over the entire time series, and iterated Tb 
forward for 20 years (175,200 h) in that same microclimate. By assuming organisms 
stayed in a given microclimate, we delineated the extreme warm and extreme cool 
body temperatures an organism could achieve, limited by the transience in their 
body temperatures as they equilibrate to temporal fluctuations. Body sizes of the 
organisms in our dataset were generally small (median 7 g, third quartile 27 g and 
maximum 10 kg) and therefore body temperatures equilibrated quickly for most 
species. From these simulations, we extracted the 95th percentile warmest hourly Tb 
for a given site and microhabitat to guard against outliers and associated sampling  
issues with extreme values.

In the ocean, high rates of convective and conductive heat transfer between an 
ectotherm and its environment cause body temperatures to equilibrate rapidly 
with water temperatures58. Marine species in our dataset were primarily inshore 
and coastal benthopelagic species, and none of the species were found in deep 
habitats. We therefore used the 95th percentile hottest hour calculated from sea 
surface temperature at the location of collection (see ‘Global environmental tem-
peratures’) as an approximation for marine ectotherm Tb, exposed. However, habitat 
temperatures generally decline with depth and we expect that both upper thermal 
limits and maximum habitat temperatures will generally be lower for marine spe-
cies that live deeper than those in our dataset. For example, compared to the ocean 
surface, global ocean temperatures decline by 0.9 °C at 50 m, by 6.1 °C at 300 m  
and by 11.2 °C at 1,000 m—on average—as computed from the World Ocean Atlas 
2013 v.259.

Although the ocean provides fewer microclimates than do terrestrial ecosys-
tems, behavioural thermoregulation is possible in the ocean for more mobile ani-
mals60–62. For example, cod (Gadus morhua) in southern Norway avoid shallow 
waters when temperatures climb above 16 °C and instead choose deeper waters 
up to 5 °C cooler60,62. Bigeye tuna (Thunnus obesus)61 forage in 14–17-°C waters, 
but return to surface waters to re-warm at 27 °C. Movements of dentex (Dentex 
dentex)63, bonefish (Albula vulpes)64 and sharks65 across depths also appear to help 
to regulate body temperatures up or down. Larger arthropods—such as lobster 
(Homarus americanus) and horseshoe crabs (Limulus polyphemus)—move in the 
field in relation to temperatures, especially at seasonal timescales66,67. Crawling 

ectotherms—such as abalone and snails—also move along short thermal gra-
dients (in a laboratory or in the intertidal zone, for example)68,69, but at rates  
(<20 cm/h) that provide little capacity for behavioural thermoregulation in the 
subtidal environment. Mobility in many—but not all—marine species scales 
positively with body size70, and so behavioural thermoregulatory capacity is 
often greater for larger marine species. However, in a pelagic environment, even 
small species can often access much cooler environments by moving deeper. For 
example, zooplankton that conduct diel vertical migrations can access deeper and 
cooler water below the thermocline, and can adjust their behaviour based on their 
thermal environment71,72.

To help to account for differences in thermoregulatory abilities among marine 
species, we categorized species based on their mode of movement (swimming, 
crawling or sessile), their habitat (demersal, pelagic–neritic and pelagic–oceanic) 
and their body size (Extended Data Table 3). We obtained habitat, movement and 
maximum reported length data for species in our dataset from Fishbase (http://
www.fishbase.org), Sealifebase (http://www.sealifebase.org) and the literature73,74. 
Body size was categorized in a binary fashion as greater than or less than 50-cm 
total length. We note that our approach does not account for territoriality, which 
could restrict the ability of even relatively large species to access cooler thermal 
refugia and which could render our adjustments here overly generous.

Cooler waters at depth are typically found below the thermocline, whereas  
surface waters in the mixed layer are of relatively homogenous and usually warmer 
temperatures. Based on research in tuna and zooplankon61,71, behavioural ther-
moregulation could allow the most-mobile species (for example, both small and 
large pelagic–oceanic species as well as all large pelagic–neritic species) to access 
waters 10 °C cooler than the surface. We assumed that sessile species would not be 
able to thermoregulate behaviourally. Species that crawl, those that are constrained 
by shallow water or those that are already living on the bottom (demersal) have 
intermediate thermoregulatory abilities, because their slow speeds of movement 
or limited opportunities for moving deeper constrain their options for finding 
cooler water. We note that our approach to marine behavioural thermoregulation 
is relatively coarse, mirroring the coarse data available to quantify the spatial and 
temporal patterns of ocean temperatures. There is a need for better understanding 
of both vertical and horizontal thermal microclimates in the ocean, as well as for 
improved understanding of animal abilities to reach these microclimates.

To calculate marine Tb, protected, we subtracted a behavioural thermoregulation 
adjustment (Extended Data Table 3) from Tb, exposed. As a sensitivity test, we also 
examined whether using a 50%-larger or 50%-smaller behavioural thermoregu-
lation adjustment affected our results (see ‘TSM’). We made sure that Tb, protected  
was no lower than the freezing point of seawater (−2 °C), which was only a  
consideration at very high latitudes.

To examine patterns in extreme Tb across habitats and latitudes, we used a 
GAMM to calculate latitudinal gradients (smoothed interaction term between 
latitude and habitat) while accounting for fixed differences among habitats (ocean 
versus land), and taxonomic non-independence (phylum, class, order, family and 
genus as nested random effects). Reported P values are two-sided. We also used a 
model choice framework49 to calculate the relative variable importance for each 
variable49, and calculated the location and uncertainty in location of peaks in the 
GAMM fit (see statistical methods description in ‘Thermal tolerance data’).
TSM. The TSM is a previously established measure of an organism’s excess thermal 
tolerance above regularly experienced environmental temperatures5,15,17,25, and—if 
calculated carefully—it can be a comparable proxy for the relative amount of warm-
ing that an organism in a location can tolerate. TSM is often defined as the differ-
ence between the upper temperature an organism experiences and its physiological 
thermal-tolerance maximum, but different studies use slightly different definitions 
for experienced temperature and thermal tolerance5,15,17,25,45. Most differences 
among studies relate to the temporal and spatial scales over which the experienced 
temperature is calculated; this calculation has often been limited by the resolution 
of temperature data available (typically gridded and monthly). Because extreme 
events are likely to drive the strongest responses3,4,13, here we focus on extreme hot 
body temperatures from hourly records in microclimate environments (Tb, protected) 
and acute physiological thermal-tolerance maxima (Tmax′). However, we note that 
precise tolerance will probably differ from our calculations for individual species 
because Tmax (and therefore TSM) can change with ontogenetic stage, duration 
of exposure, rate of warming, experimental methods and thermal history; and 
because our calculated Tb, protected and Tb, exposed values may differ from actual body 
temperatures depending on specific body shapes, sizes, behaviours and spatial 
availability of microhabitats56.

Absolute TSM based on laboratory measurements is likely to be an overestimate 
of an organism’s ability to withstand heating in nature. Organisms in the wild 
need to eat, avoid being eaten, reproduce and perform other energy- and oxygen- 
consuming tasks; failure of any of these could lead to sub-lethal effects of warming on 
organismal fitness and population growth rates. Therefore, declining performance  
is expected and generally observed well before TSMs shrink to zero15,24,75,76.  
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We therefore consider TSM as a relative rather than an absolute measure,  
particularly for survival during acute heat extremes. Fully connecting thermal  
tolerance to organismal fitness in the wild is an active research area45,77. More complex  
measures of performance that are more directly relevant to fitness are possible if 
the full population growth rate–thermal performance curve is available13,78, but 
these curves are limited in availability to a relatively small number of species, which 
precludes a comprehensive comparison across ecosystems at this time. Further 
efforts to measure and compare thermal performance curves across species will 
be important going forward.

Nevertheless, thermal performance curves tend to have common shapes across 
species. Optimal temperature (Topt, the peak of the performance curve) is closely 
related to Tmax such that the two are related with an r2 of 0.77 in comparisons 
using data from species for which both have been measured (P < 10−15, n = 312) 
(Extended Data Fig. 5). This relationship suggests that the rate of decline from 
Topt to Tmax is similar across species, such that proximity to Tmax provides useful 
information about the degree of thermal stress and the degree of decline in per-
formance. Therefore, keeping the above caveats in mind, TSM provides a useful 
index for large-scale comparisons across species77.

Because our measures of Tmax were from acute exposures during short-term 
challenge experiments (see ‘Thermal tolerance data’), we focused on TSMs dur-
ing acute high body temperatures (Tb)—that is, the 95th percentile hottest hour 
of body temperatures. Microrefugia that offer cooler, but accessible, thermal 
conditions are important for preventing local extirpations of populations6,7, and 
previous analyses indicate that they are necessary for a broad range of terrestrial 
ectotherms to persist in the locations in which they are currently found5. Extended 
use of microrefugia (such as shade) may incur a cost—such as reduced time for 
foraging79—but organisms that are avoiding acute high temperatures may only 
need to use microrefugia for a short period of time (for example, the duration of 
the extreme event, such as during midday sun), with consequently lower costs. To 
account for the possibility of behavioural thermoregulation and for the ability of 
organisms to seek out cooler microhabitats during acute high temperature events, 
we therefore compare the extreme body temperature from a cool microhabitat 
(Tb, protected, see ‘Operative and body temperatures’) to an organism’s physiolog-
ical upper thermal tolerance (Tmax′, see ‘Thermal tolerance data’). We calculated 
TSM = Tmax′ − Tb, protected for each paired measurement of Tmax′ and calculation 
of extreme Tb, protected.

For comparison, we also calculated TSM using various versions of chronic 
environmental temperatures, including temperatures averaged across the warmest 
month, across the summer season and across the year (Extended Data Fig. 4a, b).  
Because acute high temperature measurements—such as the hottest hour—are a 
more-appropriate comparison to acute physiological thermal limits (Tmax) meas-
ured in the laboratory, these coarser-scale averages serve to demonstrate how other 
patterns in TSM may appear if coarser timescales are used (particularly, the annual 
scale).

We then used a GAMM to calculate latitudinal gradients of TSM (smoothed 
interaction term between latitude and habitat) while accounting for fixed differ-
ences among habitats (ocean versus land), a fixed effect of experiment type (critical 
versus lethal Tmax measurement) and taxonomic non-independence (phylum, class, 
order, family and genus as nested random effects). Reported P values are two-
sided. We also used a model choice framework49 to calculate the relative variable 
importance for each variable49, and calculated the location and uncertainty in 
location of valleys in the GAMM fit (see ‘Thermal tolerance data’ for details of 
statistical methods).

We also tested whether excluding marine behavioural thermoregulation had a 
large effect on our results, and we found that thermoregulation primarily helped 
increase thermal safety for tropical species in our dataset (Extended Data Fig. 4c). 
In addition, we tested whether using a 50%-larger or 50%-smaller behavioural 
thermoregulation adjustment affected our results (see ‘Operative and body tem-
peratures’). We found that doing so decreased the marine–terrestrial difference 
in thermal safety to 2.57 °C (P = 0.087) or increased it to 3.47 °C (P = 0.00003), 
respectively, compared to 3.1 °C (P = 0.018) from our base model (Extended Data 
Table 2). In all cases, marine thermal safety was less than on land but our ability 
to confidently detect this marine–terrestrial difference would be limited if marine 
behavioural thermoregulation were 50% larger than our base case.
Future TSMs. As an estimate of future change in TSMs, we used the surface warming  
expected for maximum air and ocean temperatures across the ensemble mean 
from the CMIP5 set of global climate models used in the Fifth Assessment Report 
of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change80. We calculated change in 
temperature from 1986–2005 to 2081–2100 under RCP2.6 or RCP8.5. RCP2.6 is 
a scenario roughly similar to that envisioned by the Paris Agreement with twenty- 
first century warming of about 1 °C. RCP8.5 is a high greenhouse gas emissions 
scenario with approximately 4 °C warming. On land, we calculated change in the 
maximum TXx (extreme daily maximum surface-air temperature) between the two 
20-year periods81. Changes in daily maximum ocean-surface temperatures are not 

available from the CMIP5 archive; instead, we calculated the change in monthly 
temperature of the ocean surface from the hottest month at each location. Our 
calculations therefore do not account for potential changes in the diurnal temper-
ature range of the future ocean, which could (for example) arise from changes in 
wind strength (the largest diurnal warming occurs on days with low wind)82. We 
downloaded the Fifth Assessment Report CMIP5 ensemble means from the KNMI 
Climate Explorer (http://climexp.knmi.nl).

We calculated future safety margins as TSMfut = Tmax′ − (Tb, protected + ∆fut), 
which simplifies to TSMfut = TSMcurrent − ∆fut, in which ∆fut is the amount of 
expected warming over the twenty-first century under RCP2.6 or RCP8.5 at each 
location. This is a relatively crude calculation that assumes each degree increase 
in environmental temperatures translates to a degree of increase in body temper-
atures. This assumption is probably reasonable for dry-skinned ectotherms in the 
shade and for ocean ectotherms but may have been an overestimate of the change 
for wet-skinned amphibians that make use of evaporation. We may therefore have 
overestimated the degree to which amphibian TSMs will decline when they have 
access to wet habitats.

Evidence exists for the ability of organisms to modify their Tmax after exposure 
to warm temperatures, as might be expected for organisms faced with long-term 
climate change. In addition, acclimatization abilities are different among marine 
and terrestrial species21. To test whether accounting for acclimatization would alter 
our results, we calculated a modified TSM that includes a factor for acclimatization, 
TSMfut′ = (Tmax′ + ARR × ∆fut) − (Tb, protected + ∆fut), which simplifies to TSMfut′  
= TSMcurrent − ∆fut × (1 − ARR), in which ARR is the acclimatization response 
ratio for within-species change in thermal-tolerance limits (see ‘Thermal tolerance 
data’). This calculation has the effect of reducing—through acclimatization—the 
effective amount of warming to which a species is exposed. Other considerations 
that may influence ability of some species to cope with warming include devel-
opmental acclimatization, transgenerational acclimatization and evolution83–86, 
although we did not attempt to account for these processes because of limited 
understanding of their relative magnitude across the tree of life, and between 
marine and terrestrial species.

We also conducted a sensitivity test by calculating TSMfut′ with the previously 
complied21 species-specific ARRs. For the species in our dataset with species-spe-
cific ARRs, we found that using species-specific ARRs decreased TSM fut′ slightly—
by 0.17 ± 0.05 °C (± s.e.) by 2081–2011 under RCP8.5—compared to using an 
average ARR. The two values were also highly correlated (r2 = 0.989).
Climate-related local extirpations. To examine rates of local extirpations, we 
compiled studies from the published literature that quantify latitudinal shifts in the 
warm range edges of ectothermic animals that were attributed to climate warming. 
Reviews of range shifts summarizing only shifts in the expected climate-related 
direction (towards higher latitudes) were not included, because these studies had 
biased sampling against species showing no response. We also excluded single- 
species studies that may be more prone to this bias. Studies that examined climatic 
cycles—such as the North Atlantic Oscillation—and those that investigated range 
shifts in exotic species were excluded from the dataset. Our dataset also excluded 
studies of commercially harvested marine fish that had range contractions at both 
equatorward and poleward boundaries, to avoid attributing an excess of range 
contractions to climate change. Range shifts were defined as statistically significant 
changes in latitudinal range boundaries (if a statistical test was conducted by the 
original study authors) or as a shift >30 km (if a statistical test was not conducted).

We identified sources for this database in three ways. First, we examined refer-
ences from a previous paper on range shifts18 but excluded studies that documented 
only changes in abundance, because we focused on extirpation for the current 
analysis. In addition, we examined references that studied latitudinal range limits 
in marine or terrestrial ectothermic animals identified in a previous publication8. 
Finally, we searched the Web of Science Core Collection on 28 August 2017 for 
newer studies that would have been missed by earlier compilations (that is, we 
searched for studies published 2016–2017). We used the keywords ‘Topic = (global 
warm∗ OR climate change) AND Topic = (extinction∗ OR contraction∗ OR range 
shift∗)’. A total of 2,107 results were returned. We sorted the results by relevance 
and examined the first 800 (40%). We found two more relevant studies to add to 
our database. The final 250 references that we examined did not include any that 
were relevant to our study.

Our final compilation covered 108 marine ectotherms and 51 terrestrial ecto-
thermic animal populations, including 46 species of insects, 5 reptiles, 29 fishes, 
18 molluscs and 15 crustaceans. Most studies (153 out of 159) had been conducted 
in the Northern Hemisphere. Most studies (137) were from temperate latitudes 
(35–66.5°) with an additional 15 at subtropical latitudes (23–35°) and 7 at the edge 
of the tropics (~22°).

For each population, we recorded information on whether it was marine or 
terrestrial, the latitude of the warm range edge in the first survey, the duration 
between the first and last re-survey and whether the population was surveyed twice 
or more than twice. Duration was included to test whether populations re-surveyed 
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after longer intervals were more likely to detect a local extirpation. The re-survey 
frequency was included to test whether populations re-surveyed only twice were 
more likely to record a local extirpation (for example, by failing to detect a popu-
lation that was actually present).

We tested whether marine or terrestrial species had a higher proportion of local 
extirpations with a GLMM with binomial errors and a logit link (function glmer() 
in the lme4 version 1.1-18-1 package87 for R v.3.2.4). We included taxonomic levels 
as nested random effects to help to account for taxonomic non-independence, and 
included duration, method (two surveys versus more than two surveys), habitat 
(marine or terrestrial) and the absolute value of latitude as fixed effects. Reported 
P values are two-sided. We calculated marginal r2 (which only considers the fixed 
effects) by approximating observation variance with a second-order Taylor series 
expansion88, as coded in the rsquared() function of the piecewiseSEM version 2.0.3 
package for R89. We also used a model choice framework49 to identify whether 
habitat was an important predictor of differences in probability of local extirpation 
at species’ warm range edges. We fit all 20 possible models with subsets of these 
variables, and ranked them with AICc. We then calculated Akaike weights for each 
model and the relative variable importance for each variable49.

Finally, we classified marine species according to their mobility mode as adults 
(swimming, crawling or sessile) and examined the frequency of extirpations by 
mobility class. We report high-mobility (swimming) versus low-mobility (crawling 
or sessile) results in the main text, but note that frequencies were similar across all 
mobility classes: 56% of swimming taxa, 57% of crawling taxa and 50% of sessile 
taxa had extirpations at warm range edges.
Reporting summary. Further information on research design is available in 
the Nature Research Reporting Summary linked to this paper.

Data availability
The upper thermal-tolerance data and extirpation data that support the findings 
of this study are available at Zenodo under the identifier: https://doi.org/10.5281/
zenodo.2576197. Any other relevant data are available from the corresponding 
author upon reasonable request.

Code availability
Custom analysis scripts are available at Zenodo under the identifier: https://doi.
org/10.5281/zenodo.2576197.
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | Adjustment to account for the acclimatization 
temperatures used in laboratory experiments. a, b, For land (a) and 
ocean (b) separately, the points show the average summer temperature 
used for acclimatization calculations (black) at each collection site, ordered 
from smallest to largest, the experimental acclimatization temperature 

(grey), the experimentally measured thermal-tolerance maximum (Tmax, 
blue) and the acclimatization-adjusted thermal-tolerance maximum (Tmax′, 
purple). c, Tmax′ adjusted with species-specific acclimatization response 
ratios (ARRs, n = 69 species) is compared against Tmax′ adjusted with 
ARRs averaged within realms. The grey line is a 1:1 line.
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Extended Data Fig. 2 | Uncertainty in the location of peaks or valleys  
in GAMM fits for terrestrial ectotherms. a–c, Clusters of graphs for 
extreme hot values of body temperatures in thermal refugia (Tb, protected) (a),  
hot thermal-tolerance limits (Tmax′) (b) and TSM (c) across latitudes. Each 
cluster of graphs has three parts: (1) the centre graph shows the fitted 
effect against latitude from a GAMM (dark line), and 50 samples from 
the fitted smoother (grey lines); (2) the top histogram shows uncertainty 

in the locations of the peaks (a, b) or valleys (c) detected from 1,000 
samples from the fitted smoother; and (3) the right-hand histogram shows 
uncertainty in the number of peaks or valleys detected. d, Average TSM is 
plotted against the mid-point of each 10° latitude band. Error bars show 
s.e.m. Fewer data points create larger error bounds near the equator. 
n = 299 species.
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Extended Data Fig. 3 | Effects of alternative emission scenarios and 
acclimatization on TSMs for the end of the twenty-first century  
(2081–2100). a, Projected extreme hot hourly air- or water-surface 
temperatures from RCP8.5 or RCP2.6 scenarios. Shaded regions 

show ±1 s.d. n = 1,454 (terrestrial), 689,769 (ocean RCP8.5) or 689,381 
(ocean RCP2.6) grid cells. b, Future TSMs without acclimatization.  
c, Future TSMs with acclimatization. Shaded ribbons show ± 1 s.e. from 
GAMM fits (b, c). n = 382 species for GAMM fits (b, c).
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Extended Data Fig. 4 | Alternative approaches to TSM calculations.  
a, b, Warm TSMs across latitudes for terrestrial (a) and marine (b) 
species with alternative temperature calculations (annual average, 
summer average, warmest month and warmest hour). Physiological 
tolerance measurements were from acute laboratory exposures (minutes 
to hours), and acute environmental temperature extremes are therefore 
arguably most-appropriate for calculating TSM. TSMs from the most-
acute temporal scale (hours) revealed a different latitudinal pattern than 
from the more-aggregated scales, in part because they better capture 
short-duration thermal extremes. However, in all calculations marine 
species had narrower TSMs. c, d, Warm TSM calculations for marine 
species (c) or for terrestrial species (d), with (solid line) or without 

(dashed line) accounting for behavioural thermoregulation. The latter 
case is appropriate if behavioural thermoregulation is not possible (for 
example, thermal refugia are not accessible). Negative thermal safety 
on land indicates that these habitats are not habitable during midday 
heat for durations that bring body temperatures close to equilibrium. 
Note that calculations in a and b do not account for acclimatization 
or behavioural thermoregulation, to enable clear comparison across 
timescales. Calculations in c and d include acclimatization to summer 
temperatures. In all plots, shaded ribbons show ±s.e. from GAMM fits. 
n = 387 (warmest hour, no marine thermoregulation, or exposed or full 
sun) or 390 (warmest month, summer average or annual average) species 
for GAMM fits.
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Extended Data Fig. 5 | Relationship between physiological maximum 
(Tmax) and optimum (Topt) temperature across species. Data are 
shown from studies15,26,90 that measured Tmax and Topt across species of 
phytoplankton, insects and lizards. The line is from a linear model with 
Tmax as the response variable and Topt as the explanatory term (linear 

regression r2 = 0.77, F = 1,036 with 1 and 310 degrees of freedom, two-
sided P < 10−15 with no corrections for multiple comparisons, n = 312 
species). All data are plotted in transparent grey so that overlapping data 
points appear as darker circles. The dashed line is a 1:1 relationship.
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Extended data Table 1 | Thermal-tolerance maximums (Tmax) were compiled from 406 species in 15 classes
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Extended data Table 2 | Statistical model results for maximum thermal-tolerance limits (Tmax′), extreme body temperatures (Tb, protected) and 
TSM of marine and terrestrial ectothermic animals

Coefficients are from GAMMs fit to data on acclimatization-adjusted Tmax′ data (r2 = 0.63, n = 406 species), extreme Tb in thermal refugia (Tb, protected, r2 = 0.66, n = 387 species) and  
acclimatization-adjusted TSM in thermal refugia (r2 = 0.29, n = 387 species). As sensitivity tests, TSM models are shown that used raw Tmax (TSMnoacc, r2 = 0.30, n = 387 species), that used raw Tmax 
and included a fixed effect for acclimatization temperature (TSMaccterm, r2 = 0.37, n = 351 species), that adjusted Tmax with a species-specific acclimatization response ratio (TSMARRbyspp, r2 = 0.17, 
n = 69 species), that used 50%-larger marine behavioural thermoregulation adjustments (TSM_marBTmore, r2 = 0.25, n = 387 species) or that used 50%-smaller adjustments (TSM_marBTless, r2 = 0.33, 
n = 387 species). By focusing on thermal refugia, Tb, protected and TSM account for thermoregulatory behaviour that can mitigate the consequences of extreme but short-duration temperatures. Table 
shows coefficients with standard errors (SE), two-sided P values and relative variable importance from a model-choice approach. No adjustments for multiple comparisons were made. Relative variable 
importance indicates the relative weight of evidence in favour of including each variable. Table also shows empirical degrees of freedom (EDF) for smooth (Smth) terms. Realm measures the terrestrial 
effect, compared to marine. Method measures the effect of measuring lethal thermal-tolerance limits, as opposed to critical limits.
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Extended data Table 3 | Marine behavioural thermoregulation adjustments

Some marine species can behaviourally thermoregulate; we therefore included adjustments to extreme hot body temperatures to account for the fact that many marine species could access cooler 
waters during the hottest times of the year. We also accounted for the fact that larger or more-mobile animals from the open ocean could better access cooler waters than smaller, less-mobile or  
coastal animals that were constrained by movement abilities or habitat availability.
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Extended data Table 4 | Synthesis of range contraction prevalence in multi-species studies

Summary of studies91–101 that document whether the warm range edges of marine and terrestrial ectotherms contracted across latitudes over time, related to climate change. Latitude refers to the 
average latitude of the warm range edge at the beginning of the study.
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